1. VOCABULARY (Boşluğu dolduracak en uygun kelimeyi işaretleyiniz.)

1. I sprained my ____________ the other day while I was playing football. The doctor prescribed me some medicine to take away the pain so I feel better now.
   A) sole       B) palm       C) heel       D) ankle       E) wrist

2. He didn’t come to work for five consecutive days without an excuse. Consequently, he was ____________.
   A) sacked       B) resigned       C) promoted       D) well qualified       E) appointed

3. Some NGO’S are trying to ____________ money for those in need in underdeveloped countries so they started a campaign all across the country.
   A) owe       B) charge       C) raise       D) lend       E) share

4. After long trials and defences, it was understood that he was not the one responsible for the crime and as a result of this he ____________.
   A) pleaded guilty       B) was sworn       C) was acquitted       D) was sentenced       E) pleaded not guilty

5. Being elected, the new president was invited on the stage to make his ____________ speech which summarized his future plans for the well-being of the country.
   A) inauguration       B) indigenous       C) inadvertent       D) insufficient       E) inadequate

6. “The Big Bang Theory” is a ____________ series in which the extremely funny events in the lives of some young scientists is the main topic.
   A) hilarious       B) exhausting       C) arrogant       D) gigantic       E) furious

7. The ceremony in the church took such a long time that after everybody left, the ____________ who was responsible for the preaching just fell asleep in his armchair.
   A) shepherd       B) lieutenant       C) vicar       D) deputy       E) nun

8. The fact that the country was being attacked both by internal and external enemies proved to the ruling and opposition parties that the main thing they needed to overcome the detrimental effect of these attacks was ____________.
   A) solidarity       B) competition       C) rivalry       D) demonstration       E) ostentation

9. They were way behind schedule so he suggested ____________ and working as hard as possible to finish the work on time.
   A) getting down to it       B) buckling up       C) taking off       D) getting rid of it       E) putting off

10. The Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs and his Russian ____________ spent hours negotiating about the problems in the area and the possible solutions for them.
    A) clergyman       B) foe       C) transition       D) counterpart       E) admiral
II. GRAMMAR (Boşluğu dolduracak en uygun seçeneği işaretleyiniz.)

What is the boomerang? Almost everyone will immediately say that it is a curved stick (11) ______ when you throw it. Many people think the boomerang is a weapon. (12)______, the boomerang has mostly been a recreational toy. The real weapon (13)______ by Aborigines for the first time, Australian natives, was the killer-stick. The killer-stick is like the boomerang, but it does not return! The killer-stick (14)______ very far to strike and kill an animal or enemy. The boomerang, which is smaller and lighter than the killer-stick, (15)______ for a different use or reason. It was used as a toy and (16)______ birds. He would make the sound of a hawk, a kind of wild bird when an Aboriginal hunter (17)______ a flock of birds. He would throw the boomerang above the birds. The birds would see the boomerang and hear the sound. Because the birds think that it was a hawk, they would fly down (18)______ and tend (19)______ directly into the waiting nets of the hunter. The boomerang would then return to the hunter.

It is important (20)______ a boomerang horizontally because then it would climb for some time and simply fall to the ground, so don’t forget (21)______a boomerang vertically at an angle of 50 degrees to the right or left. Boomerangs come in many shapes. There are those which several wings coming together in the centre or those which look like birds or letters of the alphabet. If you want to try (22)______ it soon, you should remember how (23)______ it by considering the rules above.

11- A) returning  B) which returned  C) returned  D) being returned  E) have returned
12- A) After  B) However  C) Therefore  D) Although  E) Thus
13- A) which has used  B) having used  C) using  D) used  E) that used
14- A) can fly  B) may fly  C) must fly  D) managed to fly  E) might fly
15- A) had made  B) has been made  C) was made  D) would make  E) made
16- A) to hunt  B) by hunting  C) to have hunted  D) for hunting  E) to be hunted
17- A) will see  B) saw  C) has seen  D) was being seen  E) was seeing
18- A) to get away  B) getting away  C) to be gotten away  D) get away  E) being gotten away
19- A) flying  B) fly  C) to fly  D) flown  E) to be flown
20- A) throw  B) not throwing  C) thrown  D) not to throw  E) to throw
21- A) throwing B) to throw  C) throw  D) being thrown  E) not to throw
22- A) use  B) to use  C) to be using  D) using  E) being used
23- A) doing  B) do  C) to do  D) done  E) being done

III. TRANSLATION (İngilizce cümelenin Türkçe dengini bulunuz.)

24- Scientists now know that feathers evolved long before they were used for flight.
A) Bilim adamlarının şu anda bildikleri şey, tüylerin uçuş aracı olarak kullanılmadan uzun süre önce evrim geçirdikleridir.
B) Bilim adamları, tüylerin uçuş amacıyla kullanılmadan uzun süre önce evrimeleştiklerini artık biliyorlar.
C) Bilim adamları tüylerin uçuş aracı olarak kullanılmaya başlamadan çok önce evrimeleştiklerini ortaya çıkardılar.
D) Tüylerin uçuş vasıtası olarak kullanılmadan önce evrime geçirip geçirmediklerini bilim adamları artık biliyorlar.
E) Tüylerin evrime uğramadan uzun süre önce uçuş aracı olarak kullanıldıklarını bilim adamları artık biliyorlar.
25- The burning of a 72-year-old woman accused of being witch has caused widespread protest in Ghana.
A) Büyücü olmakla suçlandığı için yakılan 72 yaşındaki kadın Gana’da geniş çaplı bir protestoya neden oldu.
B) 72 yaşında büyücü olmakla suçlanan bir kadın Gana’da büyük bir protestoya neden olduğu için yakıldı.
C) Büyücü olmakla suçlanan 72 yaşındaki kadının yakılması Gana’da büyük çaplı bir protestoya neden oldu.
D) 72 yaşındaki bir kadının büyücü olduğu için yakılması Gana’da çok büyük bir protestoya yol açtı.
E) Gana’da büyük bir protestoya neden olan olay, büyücü olmakla itham edilen 72 yaşındaki kadının yakımlarıydı.

26- Haiku is a form of Japanese poetry that is often used to express the poet’s emotional or spiritual response to a natural object, such as a frog or a blossom.
A) Kurbağa veya çiçek gibi doğal bir nesneye duyulan duygusal duyguurable ve manevi tepkiler bir Japon şiir biçimi olan Haiku’nun en önemli özellikleri.
B) Bir japon şiir biçimi olan Haiku, şiirin kurbağa veya çiçeğe duyulan duygusal ve manevi tepkisi ifade etmek için sık sık kullanılır.
C) Haiku, çoğunlukla şiirin kurbağa veya çiçeğe duyulan duygusal ve manevi tepkisi ifade etmek için kullanılan bir Japon şiir biçimidir.
D) Kurbağa veya çiçeğe duyulan duygusal ve manevi tepkisi ifade etmek için sık sık kullanılır.
E) Haiku, şiirin kurbağa veya çiçeğe duyulan duygusal ve manevi tepkisini ifade etmek için sık sık kullanıldığı bir Japon şiir biçimidir.

IV. IRRELEVANT SENTENCE
Paragrafta anlam bütünlüğünü bozan cümleyi işaretleyiniz.

27- (I) In the last century, there have been many advances in communication technology. (II) Although English is the most common language used on the Internet is in English, this is changing. (III) In 1999, about 54% of internet users were native English speakers; however, non-native English speakers are fastest growing group of new Internet users. (IV) As the use of the Internet grows around the World, other languages will be used more and more. (V) But English will still be the language most often used to communicate between speakers of the other languages on the Internet.
A) I B) II C) III D) IV E) V

28 - (I) Albatrosses are large ocean birds with very long, narrow wings. (II) They can fly long distances with little effort and glide gracefully for hours, even in heavy storms. (III) However, these birds make clumsy “crash” landings. (IV) They attract their mates by dancing. (V) For this reason, sailors sometimes call them gooney birds.
A) I B) II C) III D) IV E) V

29 - (I) Drama is an art form that tells a story through the speech and actions of the characters in the story. (II) Most drama is performed by actors who impersonate the characters before an audience in a theatre. (III) Although drama is a form of literature, it differs from other literary forms in the way it is presented. (IV) Most drama achieves its greatest effect when it is performed on stage by actors, not when it is read on the printed page like other forms of literature. (V) A novel also tells a story involving characters, but a novel tells its story through a combination of dialogue and narrative.
A) I B) II C) III D) IV E) V

V. SENTENCE COMPLETION
Cümlede boş bırakılan yere uygun düşen ifadeyi bulunuz.

30- …………… if there was much of it, but it is rare.
A) It is claimed that advertising promotes competition, which benefits the consumer.
B) Violence in advertising would be ethically objectionable.
C) A more serious ethical objection to such ads will be the attitude toward women.
D) Woman are often portrayed in advertisements.
E) Films containing violent scenes have a negative influence on children.
31. - ......... due to harmful gases like carbon monoxide emitted from these vehicles.
A) Gasses generated in the chemical plants cause air pollution
B) People suffer because of smoke from industrial units, particularly from chemical plants
C) The emissions of greenhouse gases must be reduced globally
D) Many countries have taken action to solve soil pollution
E) The increasing number of vehicles has led to an increase in air pollution

32. In his childhood Avicenna made so rapid a progress in learning ...........
A) that several tutors were engaged to instruct him until he surpasses his teachers
B) and created an extensive corpus of works during what is commonly known as Islam’s Golden Age
C) his works were prolifically on science religion, and philosophy, but many of his works have been lost
D) his famous medical poem, al-Urjuzah fi’l-Tibb, survived in Arabic and Latin and was also widely read in Europe
E) but his native language was Farsi (Persian) and the language of his education was Arabic

VI. DIALOGUE (Karşılıklı konuşmanın boş bırakılan bölümünde söylenmiş olabilecek sözü işaretleyiniz.)

33- Tourist : Could you tell me how to get to the train station, please?
    Local : .........
    Tourist : I know it was nearby. Thanks so much for your help.

A) Well, actually this area is not on the rail line.
B) Oh, it is very close to where I live.
C) Sorry, I’m not from around here and don’t know either.
D) Sure, go to the corner and turn left. It’s right there.
E) The station? You can’t walk here. You have to take the bus.

34- Janet : I can’t come to the party tonight. My mother’s been ill and I have to look after her.
    Sally : .........
    Janet : Thanks. I hope not as well.

A) Well, I hope she won’t be so inconsiderate next week.
B) I’m sorry to hear that. I hope it’s nothing serious.
C) Oh that’ bad news. I hope you two have a good time together.
D) Why don’t you bring her along. It might cheer her up.
E) I can’t stand sick people. I hope my parents never get so demanding.

35- Detective : Now then Mr Powell, where were you on the night of the 15th of March?
    Mr Powell : The 15th of March? ........
    Detective : Well, perhaps this button from your jacket may help you remember.

A) I’m afraid I have no idea. I’ve got a terrible memory.
B) Of course, I will, but I may not remember every detail.
C) Wait a minute! Haven’t you questioned me about that case before?
D) Yes, please do. I tend to forget things that happened a long time ago.
E) Do you want me to tell the whole case, or just the time of the murder?

36- Ken : Hi George, hello Anna. Let me take your coats.
    George : Thanks. What a lovely house.
    Ken : .........
    George : Great, I’m starving.

A) You look as if you haven’t had a decent meal in days.
B) It’s coming along, but we don’t have a kitchen yet.
C) I’m glad you like it. Dinner will be ready soon.
D) Do you want to have a swim in the pool before dinner?
E) Would you like to eat here on the porch, or by the swimming pool?
37- Dan : It’s raining so hard I can barely see the road.
    Sam     : .........
    Dan     : Well, I wish you’d said this earlier.

A) We should have just stayed at home tonight.
B) The weather forecast wasn’t bad, though.
C) It hasn’t rained so hard for ages, has it?
D) Do you think we should pull over and wait for a while?
E) Aren’t you exaggerating? We’ll only drive two miles.

38- Jane : Are you still working? It’s lunchtime and you’ve been working non-stop since 8.30.
    Mary   : I know, but I still have so many faxes to type and send.
    Jane   : .........
    Mary   : I can’t. If they aren’t done by 1.30, I’ll be in trouble.

A) Why should you do everything? Tell the boss to type them himself.
B) OK, then. Let’s take all day tomorrow off and relax.
C) Have I told you I’m going to Spain for my holiday?
D) I think you need a break. Finish them after lunch.
E) Well, I always make sure I get my work done with time to spare.

VIll. RESTATEMENT (Verilen cümleye anlmaca en yakın olan seçeneği işaretleyiniz.)

39- Obviously, concessions will have to be made on both sides if an agreement is to be reached.
A) Allowances will have to be made on both sides if they fail to reach an agreement.
B) If either side shows positive signs of giving ways, the resulting agreement will not be in the favour.
C) Both sides have admitted that they are not willing to make any concessions.
D) Clearly there can only be an agreement so long as both sides are willing to give way over something.
E) Before coming to an agreement, both sides will have to discuss any concessions they might consider making.

40- The directors of the firm have agreed to a change in policy; it’s up to us to implement it.
A) The task of putting into effect the policy changes agreed to by the firm’s directors is ours.
B) Having agreed to a change in policy, we must force the directors of firm to implement it.
C) The firm’s directors realise that the change in policy will be difficult to implement.
D) The directors of the firm have decided to give the task of implementing the change in policy to us.
E) Any change in policy on the part of the firm’s directors requires our approval before it can be implemented.

41- Many countries share the view that drastic measures must be taken to stop the pollution of the seas.
A) The pollution of the seas can only be prevented provided that many countries follow the same policy.
B) By putting into practice a series of precautions it is generally believed that the pollutions of the seas will be prevented.
C) Owing to the pollution of the seas, many countries find it necessary to develop new strategies.
D) The seas will, it seems, continue to be polluted unless this agreement is accepted by a majority of the countries.
E) A lot of countries agree that it is essential to take strong action to put an end to the pollution of the seas.

42- Within a few weeks of winning the election his leadership skills were put to the test.
A) His election confirmed that the country recognised him as their leader.
B) Shortly after he was elected he had to prove that he really could be a leader.
C) Having shown his ability to lead he won the election a couple of weeks later.
D) It wasn’t until after he had been elected that they realised he was a gifted leader.
E) A few weeks later he came out well ahead of the others in the elections.
43- You should get some professional advice if you’re thinking about changing the system radically.
A) My professional advice to you is to avoid any major changes in the system.
B) Don’t make any radical changes in the scheme; that’s my advice.
C) It would be very unprofessional behaviour if you were to make any major changes in the system.
D) If you’re considering major alterations in procedures, I suggest you consult an expert.
E) Without consulting an expert you were ill advised to introduce any major changes to the system.

44- The West’s main response to events in the country has been to avoid any direct involvement.
A) The West could have responded to the situation in the country with a policy of active involvement.
B) The involvement of the West in the country was in response to certain major events.
C) Direct intervention was the response of the West to the situation in the country.
D) In the main, the response of the West to the situation in the country was unavoidable.
E) By and large the West has been reluctant to commit itself actively to affairs in the country.

VIII. READING (Soruları verilen parçalara göre cevaplayınız.)

A series of disasters around the World in recent years has brought the issue of climate change to the fore and there is a heightened awareness about the resultant threat to our environment. There have been big and small initiatives to go green to protect our environment. There has never been a better time to offer education to those who wish to learn more about how they can contribute to implementing sustainable practices. After twenty-four months of comprehensive market analysis and content development, The World Green Institute has been formally launched to the general public with the release of its first three online courses focused on green and sustainable practices. The courses the WGI is offering through its website are: ‘Simple Ways to Green Your Transportation’ and ‘Simple Ways to Green Your Yard’.

45- We can understand from the passage that ……
A) people have become indifferent to the dangers of climatic change
B) there is an increase in people’s awareness about the climate change hazards
C) the number of people who care about the environment is smaller today
D) no one wants to learn something to protect their environment
E) there have been fewer disasters on earth recently thanks to people’s awareness

46- It is stated in the passage that the WGI ……
A) gave online courses on sales development for twenty-four months
B) is the first internet site to help people protect the environment
C) aims to educate people by giving them online lessons on how to go green
D) uses online courses to threaten people who pollute the environment
E) wishes to gather information about the earth

47- It can be inferred from the passage that ……
A) in order to help the environmentalists, people need to subscribe to the WGI’s website
B) the WGI courses focus mainly on recycling second-hand cars
C) there are things that can be done at home to fight climate change
D) people need to have enough education to be able to benefit from the courses online
E) people are required to paint their houses and cars green to help the environment
In the course of our lives we meet every day the visual media: we watch television, read magazines, surf on the internet, play computer games and see smaller or bigger posters everywhere in the city. However, we usually do not realize how they impress us. Is it possible that the visual media influences our way of thinking and directs our lives?

There are four significant reasons why we should answer this question with a ‘yes’. First of all, spending hours in front of TV or a computer screen damages family relationships. Secondly, people’s ability to concentrate and reason is reduced by the visual media. Violence on the screen can scare people as well. Finally, people may become dissatisfied with the reality of their own lives as they may envy famous media personalities. I think it is high time that we took visual technology tools of our lives.

48- The writer implies that ……
A) the internet and computer games are not as harmful as television programs
B) the visual media affects children most
C) it is not possible to live without our television sets
D) one has to watch TV and read newspapers to get information
E) people are not aware of the harmful effects of the visual media on their lives

49- It can be quite clearly seen that the writer ………
A) has been suffering from nightmares due to the horror films on the screen
B) is concerned about the influence of the visual media on our lives
C) has problems with his family
D) supports the idea that people need the media for better communication
E) offers to upgrade the media tools at our homes

50- The passage suggests that ……
A) it is too late for people to realize the real effects of the media on our lives
B) the dangers of the visual media has been known for ages
C) watching television for hours may increase people’s mental capacity
D) the role of the visual media in our lives is highly exaggerated
E) people could be happier without the visual media in their lives
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